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REVERSION IN GUINEA-PKiS AND ITS EXPLANATION.

In 1905 I showed that when black-coated guinea-pigs of pure race are

mated with red-coated ones only black-coated young are ordinarily produced,
and that if such young are in turn mated with reds, both black young and red

ones are obtained. In other words, black is a mendelian dominant to red.

The fact was, however, noted that occasionally the cross of black with red

causes reversion to the agouti or wild type. But this may be regarded as a

modified condition of black, since the hairs of the agouti animal contain black

pigment, but disposed in a definite pattern with red, the entire hair being black

except a terminal or subterminal band of red (or yellow) .

An examination of the tables of matings published at that time shows that

all the agouti animals so produced were the progeny of a single red animal,

6^2054. This animal produced black young as well as agouti ones in crosses

with black, so it was not clear to what the reversion was due. By a study of

the progeny of this animal the matter was later cleared up. The black young
were found never to produce agouti young in crosses with any red animals

unless such reds were descended from c? 2054. The agoutis, however, produced
a mixture of agoutis, blacks, and reds, when mated with ordinary red animals.

These and other corroborating experiments, reported briefly in 1907,

showed that the agouti reversion in crosses of black with red is due to a factor

transmitted by the red parent, never by the black one. For, as I then showed :

(1) a red animal which produces the reversion to agouti in crosses with one

black animal will produce it in crosses with any black animal; but (2) no black

animal will produce agouti young unless crossed with a red animal which also

produces agouti young in crosses with other black animals.

For simplicity, the something possessed by red animals which induces

reversion, I have called the agouti or A factor. It is invisible in the red animal,

since the hairs of such animals are red throughout their length. Its only dis-

coverable function is to exclude black from the terminal portion of the hair,

and this function plainly can not be exercised unless black pigment is present.

Now this agouti factor is transmitted like any other simple independent men-

delian factor. Some reds are homozygous in A and so transmit it in all their

gametes. A very fine female of this sort, kindly loaned me in the summer of

1906 by Mr. B. B. Horton, was mated with two different black males (d"44.~)i>

and cf9538), by each of which she bore five young, all agouti-marked. These

same males when mated to other red females produced only black young.

Most of the agouti-producing reds which I have had, including the original

c? 2054 (received in June, 1903) and some of his descendants, have been hetero-

zygous in the agouti factor, so that when mated with black animals they pro-

duced in approximately equal numbers agouti young and black ones. All
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4 REVERSION IX ClINKA-PIGS AND ITS EXPLANATION.

reds which I have had, derived from otht r sources than these two, have failed

to produce agouti young in crosses with black animals; see the summary in

table 1. p. S. They may therefore be considered to lack altogether the agouti

factor in which wild species of cavy are regularly homozygous.
The agouti factor is transmitted through albinos exactly as are other color

factors. Accordingly an albino may or may not possess and transmit the

agouti factor; if it does possess this factor, it will produce agouti offspring

when crossed with a black animal. Several examples of this have been ob-

served among the albino descendants of c? 2054. Thus red c?3496, table 1,

which when mated with heterozj'gous black females produced red young and

black ones but no agoutis, when later mated with the albino females 4270 and

4262 produced 4 red and 4 agouti young. The father of these albinos, it should

be said, was an agouti animal.

Agouti animals produced by crossing black with red do not breed true.

They produce three classes of young if bred with each other or with ordinary

reds. The latter form of test has been more commonly employed in my experi-

ments because I had more red animals than agoutis and it was easier to ascer-

l ain their gametic composition. Fourteen young, however, were obtained from

the mating of F\ agoutis inter se; they were 2 red, 2 black, and 10 agouti; see

table 2, p. 9. The mating with reds produced 111 red, 45 black, and 40 agouti ;

expected, 98 : 49 : 49. This expectation is calculated as follows: It is expected
that half the young will be red because the agouti parent is known to be hetero-

zygous for red. It is also expected that half the young will receive the agouti

character, which those possessing black pigment will show7

,
but which those

possessing only red pigment will not show. Hence all the reds should look

alike, but half the others should be agouti. In the mating inter se of agoutis

of this generation the expectation is 4 red : 3 black : 9 agouti ;
the observed

numbers, as stated, are 2 : 2 : 10, in a slightly smaller total, 14. The tests

summarized above relate to five different Fx reversionary agouti males. Three

of them were descendants of my original red male, 2054; the other two (9150

and 9152) were sons of Horton's red female. All gave similar results.

Agouti young produced by the mating already described of an Fi rever-

sionary agouti with an ordinary red produced the same kinds of young as did

the I'\ agoutis, viz, red, black, and agouti; see the second division of table 2.

The tests applied in this case were identical in character with those applied to

the previous generation, viz, matings inter se and with ordinary reds (lacking

A). Twenty-four different male animals were tested in one or both of these

ways, while several females were tested in the first-mentioned way. The data

for these are recorded for convenience in connection with the male involved in

the same experiment. Only two of the various animals tested failed to pro-

duce all three classes of young. In the case of these two, 9602 and 9685, there

can be little doubt that a more extended test would have produced the missing
class. Male 9602 produced 2 black young and 1 agouti. A further test would

almost certainly have given red young, since his mother was red. Male 9685

produced 4 red young and 2 black ones. That he could also have produced
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agouti young can scarcely be questioned, since he was himself an agouti. The
total progeny of the 24 males by red females is 133 red, 66 black, and 69 agouti,
the expectation being 134 : 67 : 07. By agouti mates they produced 25 red,

21 black, and 63 agouti young, the expectation being 27 : 21 : 61. These are

remarkably close agreements. One of the 24 males, 7932, was also mated
with a black female, producing 2 black and 2 agouti young, the expected

equalit}
r

;
no red young were to be expected.

Agouti animals produced by mating agouti animals inter se are not so

uniform in behavior as those thus far discussed. Experiment shows that they
fall into four groups:

I. Agoutis producing red, black, and agouti young.
II. Agoutis producing only red and agouti young.

III. Agoutis producing only black young and agouti young.
IV. Agoutis producing only agouti young.

Group I is represented by nine agouti males, whose parents were both

agoutis; they were enumerated in the third division of table 2. Together they
have produced (a) by red mates, 34 red, 20 black, and 19 agouti young; expected
36 : 18 : 18; (b) by agouti mates, 3 red, 5 black, and 14 agouti young; expected
5 : 4 : 12, if the females were of the same character as the males, as most of

them doubtless were; (c) by black mates, 3 black and 3 agouti young, the ex-

pected equality, no reds being expected.

Group II is represented by the ten animals enumerated in table 3. They
proved to be incapable of producing black young in any sort of mating. Mani-

festly they were homogyzous in agouti. By red mates they produced 53 red

and 52 agouti young. They were accordingly heterozygous in red, and equality
of red and agouti young was to be expected. By agouti mates they produced
13 red and 62 agouti young. The expectation in this case varies with the

character of the agouti mate employed, which was not in every case definitely

determined. If the agouti mate belongs in Group I or II, then the expec-
tation is 1 red : 3 agouti; but if the mate belongs in Group III or IV, the

expectation is all agouti young. If the mates are a mixture of the two sorts,

as a random group of F2 agoutis should be, then the expectation lies between

75 and 100 per cent agoutis; the percentage obtained is 82.66. By black

mates, the Group II agoutis produced 18 young, all agouti, as expected. These

were sired by two animals, both of which by red mates had produced red

young as well as agouti young.

Group III is represented by the 16 tested animals enumerated in table 4.

They were incapable of producing red young, and hence were homozygous in

black. But since they produced black young as well as agouti, it is evident

that they were not homozygous in agouti. Three females (374,437, and 462)

are included only provisionally in this group, since they were not tested by

matings with red animals, but only with black ones. They are known to have

produced black young, but it is not certain that they could not also have pro-

duced red young, in which case they would fall in Group I. The test in the

case of several other animals (as 5, 68, and 314) rests upon too small numbers
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to be conclusive, but suffices to show that the animals in question were not in

all respects homozygous, the condition it was desired to obtain in the experi-

ment. These animals were therefore promptly discarded as soon as evidence

was obtained that they produced other than agouti young. In the case of

animals 191, C197, 7894, 8020, and 9939, the numbers of young are sufficiently

large to establish beyond question their position in Group III.

The animals included in table 4 together have produced by red mates 51

black and 91 agouti young. If all the red mates used lacked the agouti factor,

we should expect equality of black and agouti young; but from this expecta-

tion we observe a considerable divergence. It is quite possible that in some

of these tests red animals were used which were descended from c?2054 and

had inherited from him an unseen agouti factor, for in making the later tests

some such animals were employed, but it is doubtful whether this accounts

for the whole discrepancy, amounting to about 14 per cent. This doubt is

strengthened by the similar discrepancy observed in the tests with black mates,

where we expect equality of black and agouti, but obtain 5 and 12 respectively.

The case of animal 191 looks suspicious; he produced only one black young one

in a total of 22, yet the record is certainly accurate. We had provisionally pro-

nounced him a pure agouti, when the single black young one came which places

him in Group III. It seems doubtful wrhether the theoretical 50 per cent of

his gametes were entirely free from the agouti character. If so, such gametes
would seem to have been deficient in vitality. The deviation is, however, not

an impossible chance result, though it seems improbable. I regret that this

animal was not more extensively tested. The matings of animals of Group
III with other agouti animals produced 9 black and 46 agouti young, or 84 per

cent agouti, where we expect between 75 and 100 per cent.

Agouti animals of Group IV are included in table 5. They represent the

"fully fixed" agouti type breeding exactly like a pure wild species as regards

color. Two thoroughly tested animals belong here beyond question, cf 145

and d"316; two others less fully tested belong here in all probability, viz. cT 160

and cf 181, while 9 473 is included as a possibly pure animal. She was fully

tested qualitatively (by a mating writh a brown-eyed yellow animal known to

lack both black and agouti), but the number of young obtained is not large

enough to make the test conclusive. Similar tests of other females might be

included in the table, but they would add nothing to the demonstrative case

of cf 145, which shows that the reversionary character obtained by crossing

can be obtained in a homozygous, pure condition, as it occurs in wild species.

The five animals enumerated in table 5 have produced only agouti young: (a)

by red mates, 52; (6) by agouti mates, 135; (c) by black mates, 26.

The occurrence of four different types of F« agoutis indicates that the F\

agoutis, their parents, were heterozygous as regards twoindependent mendelian

unit-characters, in agreement with the interpretation already given. These

two characters are: (1) black-pigmented fur; (2) the agouti pattern (visible

only in black-pigmented animals). Designating these two units as B and A
respectively, the I-\ agoutis are all of the formula AB (heterozygous in both
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units). Their gametes are AB, A, B, 0. If an animal producing such gametes
is mated with a red animal lacking both units, the zygotes formed would be,

as regards these units, AB, A, B, and 0, or agouti, red, black and red respec-

tively, or collectively 2 reds : 1 black : 1 agouti, as obtained (table 2). Further,

such agoutis as came from this cross would be identical in character with the

Fi agoutis. This expectation is confirmed by table 2, second division.

But if the Fi agoutis are mated inter se, then we expect to get zygotes

corresponding with the product of two sets of gametes, each AB +A +B +0,
that is A 2B2

* + 2A 2B + 2AB2 +4AB +2A +2B + A 2 +B2 +0. In appearance
these zygotes would fall into three classes, agouti, black, and red, as shown in

the accompanying table.

The agoutis in this (F2 ) generation, it will be noticed, should be of four

different types, as actually observed. The AB group should produce all three

sorts of young, agouti, black, and red, being

heterozygous in both characters, A and B.

The group designated by A 2B would be pure

for A but heterozygous for B. All their young
would be potentially agoutis, but since part

of them would lack black pigment, such would

be red. Hence they would produce only the

two sorts of young, agouti and red; see table 3.

The group designated by AB2 would transmit

black pigment to all their young, but only part

of these would receive A . Hence they would

produce agouti young and black ones, but

no reds; compare table 4.

The group A 2B2 would transmit both black and agouti to all their young;

hence they would produce nothing but agouti young, however mated; com-

pare table 5. The expected proportions of these four groups of agouti animals

are obviously 4:2:2:1. The numbers shown in the tables are 9 : 10 : 16 : 5.

The apparent deficiency of individuals in Group I and excess in Groups II and

III is readily accounted for. Not all the agoutis recorded as derived from an

agouti X agouti cross were second-generation agoutis; many of them were ^'re-

generation agoutis, having been obtained from two successive matings of

agouti with agouti. In that case one or both of their parents may have been

of Groups II or III, in which case the expectation for young of those groups is

increased, while that for Group I is correspondingly diminished. Therefore

both the kinds of agoutis obtained in the experiment and their numerical pro-

portions are in harmony with the hypothesis presented in this paper.

Agouti.
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SUMMARY.

1. The agouti coat characteristic of wild cavies and of most other wild

rodents is dependent upon the presence in the fur of black pigment disposed
in a definite pattern with red (or yellow).

2. The factors which control, respectively, the development of black pig-

ment and the production of the agouti pattern are independent of each other.

3. The agouti coat is obtained only when both these factors are possessed

by an individual.

4. Only such agouti individuals as are homozygous in both factors breed

true under all circumstances.

5. An agouti animal which is homozygous in A (the agouti factor), but

heterozygous in B (black pigmentation), may produce agouti young and red

ones, but not black.

6. An agouti animal which is homozygous in B but heterozygous in A
may produce agouti young and black ones, but not red.

7. An agouti animal heterozygous in both A and B may produce three

sorts of young, agouti, red, and black. All Fi (reversionary) agoutis produced

by crossing black with red are of this sort. Agoutis of the other three sorts are

obtained only in the second or later generations of agouti young.
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Table 1.—Differences among red
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Table 2.—Agouti parents producing red young, black young, and agouti young.
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Table 4.—Agouti parents producing only black young and agouti young.
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PREFATORY NOTE.

The experiments on which the following paper is based were begun in

the Zoological Laboratory of Harvard University at Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, in November 1907. Since that time more than 10,500 young have

been recorded. In 1909 the animals were moved to the Laboratory of Gen-

etics at the Bussey Institution, Forest Hills, Massachusetts, at which place the

experiments are still in progress.

Throughout the course of the experiments the writer has been encouraged,

aided, and advised by Dr. William E. Castle, to whom any merit that this

paper may possess is chiefly due.

The skillful and accurate representations of the various color varieties are

from water-color paintings from life, by Mr. Eugene X. Fischer, whose interest

has shown itself in the excellent work that he has done.

The experiments have been supported in part by an annual grant from the

Carnegie Institution of Washington made to Dr. Castle "for the continuation

of the study of heredity in small mammals."

Clarence C. Little.

May 1912.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE INHERITANCE OF

COLOR IN MICE.

PART 1.

THE FACTORS PRODUCING COLOR IN MICE.

In the coat of the common house mouse (Mus musculus) three pigments are

recognizable, yellow, brown, and black. No connecting intergradations of color

between these three types are visible. The inheritance of these colors and of

their distribution, both qualitatively and quantitatively, has been the object

of many investigations and is the principal feature of the present paper.

All mammalian color has been found due to melanin pigment. Riddle

(1909) has discussed the process of the formation of melanin pigment and states

that all chemical evidence supports the idea that melanin pigment is the

product of an oxidation process. The substances (chromogens) on which the

oxidizing agents (enzymes) act were found to be tyrosin and certain related

aromatic compounds. It has been further shown that tyrosinase-like ferments,

which occur widely distributed in the organism, act as oxidizing agents, thus

producing melanin compounds. Furthermore, it has been proved that at least

artificial melanins may pass through a series of colors before arriving at the

final stage of oxidation. In such series the earlier stages of oxidation give lighter

colors than the later ones.

Cuenot (1903) advanced an hypothesis to explain the formation of color

by the interaction of a chromogen substance and an enzyme. He called the

chromogen the general factor for the production of color, C, and supposed that

in albinos this chromogen substance is lacking, thus making it impossible for

color to be formed. Riddle, however, states that the nature of the chromogen,
it being very widely distributed throughout the organism, is such that any

theory postulating the absence of this substance would be chemically absurd.

Gortner (1912), however, finds evidence that chromogens in insects may be of

restricted distribution, thus forming color patterns.

At present it is impossible to decide finally between the explanation offered

by Cuenot and that suggested by Riddle. We shall have to await further

chemical evidence to determine whether the albino does or does not lack the

oxidizable substance or substances necessary for pigment production.*

If we assume that there is only one enzyme present to act as an oxidizing

agent, we must assume for it as many different degrees of activity as are re-

quired to explain the occurrence of the various colors known to mendelize (three

in mice, yellow, brown, and black) . If we assume that a different enzyme or

*A recent paper by Keeble and Armstrong (1912) has shown that in Primula sinensis

lack of chromogen seems to be the cause of albinism, thus favoring the original hypothesis
of Cuenot.
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group of enzymes is responsible for the production of each pigment we must

suppose that in mice at least three such enzymes or groups of enzymes exist.

T<> det ermine which of these conditions occurs in mice is not a problem for the

biologist, but for the chemist. The biologist must confine his attention to

determining the number of distinct agencies at work in pigment formation

irrespective of their chemical nature. These agencies, because of their physio-

logical behavior, the biologist chooses to call "factors," and attempts to learn

what he can about their functions in the evolution of color varieties.

FORMATIVE AND DISTRIBUTIVE COLOR FACTORS.

As has already been stated, three pigments (yellow, brown, and black) are

observable in mice. Yellow has been found, by Riddle, to be the lowest in the

scale of mammalian pigments. Nevertheless, in mice no case has been recorded

where yellow alone is present. The eye always has, in addition, brown or

black pigment granules, while in many cases both are present. The same fact

holds good for the coat, so far as observation goes.

These three pigments
—

yellow, brown, and black—are, however, discon-

tinuous stages. If they are not the products of distinct enzymes they are the

result of distinct grades of activity of a single enzyme. Which of these conditions

holds makes no difference at present, so we may, for purposes of discussion,

refer their causation to three distinct factors, Y for yellow, Br for brown, and
11 for black.

Certain animals possess yellow and brown pigment to the exclusion of

black. In such animals, with no evidence of variation in the total amount of

pigmentation, there occur varieties in which the proportion of brown to yel-

low in the coat varies greatly. As the brown increases in amount the yellow
decreases. It is fair, then, to assume that something is acting to convert the

lower-grade pigment (yellow) into the higher grade (brown) . This, we suppose,
is the factor Br already mentioned.

The activity of such a factor may, however, be affected by other factors

which determine the amount of brown formed and its location. Experiment
shows that these assumed factors governing the development of brown are

independent of the brown-forming factor Br, for they can be transferred without

visible alteration to animals with black, andvice versa. Such factors we may
call distributive.

Black is the highest grade of mammalian pigment and doubtless, as Riddle

states, is a higher oxidation stage of brown; for brown pigment is often, if not

always, seen in black animals, but never the reverse. We may, therefore,

assume a distinct agency for the conversion of brown into black and call this

factor B. If by a given cross this factor B is added to a certain distributional

stage of brown, the corresponding distributional stage of black is obtained,

showing that the factor B is independent of the distributive factors.

Such factors as Y, Br, and B, indicating as they do distinct qualitative

steps in pigment formation, we may call formative factors, in somewhat the

same way as the factors controlling the distribution and amount of pigment
have been considered distributive factors.
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LOCATION OF PIGMENT.

In wild mammals all three pigments (yellow, brown, and black) commonly
occur in the same hair. In many domesticated or '"fancy" varieties, one or

the other pigment prevails almost, if not quite, to the exclusion of the others;

thus yellow, brown, and black varieties arise. Brown varieties (completely

lacking black) occur in certain mammals (e. g., mice, rabbits, guinea-pigs,

and dogs). Theoretically they would seem to be possible in all.

Pigment appears in mice in three general regions. These are the eyes, the

skin, and the hair. The pigment occurs in granules.

In the eyes microscopic examination has shown that the pigment granules

are located in both the retina and the iris. Of these two localities the iris

seems the more permanent pigment-producing center; for when reduction in

the amount of pigment occurs the retina seems the more easily and extensively

affected.

In the skin the pigment is located only a short distance from the surface

in the malpighian layer. In contradistinction to the eyes, which are visibly

pigmented at birth, the skin apparently becomes pigmented only after the

animal is several days old; this is largely because the hairs, in which much of

the pigment lies, are not formed at birth. The pigment granules of the hair

may be clearly observed under the microscope. Bateson (1903), among other

investigators, has determined their location with considerable accuracy and

finds that they are situated in the cortex or outer sheath of the hair, and also

in the interior of the hair in the proximal walls of the medullary spaces.

To recapitulate, we find three general pigment-producing regions in mice:

thej-ye. the skin, and the hair. The pigments (melanins) produced are limited

to three: yellow, brown, and black—which we consider to be caused by the

action (jointly or severally) of the factors Y, Br, and B. Domesticated or

"fancy" varieties of mice appear to differ from the wild in the partial or com-

plete exclusion of one or more of the pigments. Such exclusion may be the

result of (1) the action of a distributive factor, or (2) the loss of the formative

factor necessary to the production of a particular pigment.

FORMATIVE COLOR FACTORS.

1. The General Color Factor, Y.

It has long been recognized by investigators that, in mice, pigmented vari-

eties differ from albinos by a single mendelian unit-character. Thus in crosses

between homozygous self-pigmented and albino animals we find that the first

generation (F^ consists entirely of pigmented animals. If these first-genera-

tion hybrids be then crossed inter se we should expect in F-> that the ratio 3

pigmented young to 1 albino would be approximated. The experimental results

agree well with this expectation and we have as a result of crossing Fi inter se:
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If we consider, in addition to tin.' above result, those obtained in a similar

cross by other investigators, we may construct the following table:
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further chemical investigation should show that what albinos lack is really

chromogen, as Cuenot supposed, no change in the gametic formula; here used

will be necessary, beyond the addition of a symbol C (chromogen) in the case

of colored animals.

In the writer's opinion the only enzyme which all albinos in common lack is

that which acting alone produces the lowest grade of melanin pigment, namely,

yellow. To this supposed factor I have given the designation Y. The factor

B may or may not be present in an albino, but Br apparently is never lost.

Y then forms the step between color and no color, producing yellow when pres-

ent, no color being produced in its absence. This yellow is converted to brown

pigment by the ever-present factor Br, whose action, however, is locally inhi-

bited wherever yellow pigment appears as the final oxidation stage.

2. The Brown-Producing Color Factor, Br.

This factor, in my experience, is never wanting, though its presence is

often at least partly concealed by the factor B, which carries forward the

process of pigment formation from the brown to the black stage. In albinos,

also, when Y (the factor for producing yellow) is absent the factor Br, lacking

the material on which to act, does not function visibly. Thus it is not to be

wondered at that this factor Br has been omitted from the zygotic formulae of

most investigators and that brown is considered commonly the result of the

absence of black. The chemical evidence already given, however, together with

the fact that brown pigment is often, if not always, to be found in black animals,

seems to justify the use of a distinct term to designate the factor that forms

brown. This factor is not to be confused with the absence of the factor for

black formation, which is a pure negation and can not be considered as an active

agent in the formation of anything.

3. The Black-Producing Color Factor, B.

As before stated, this factor is necessary for the production of the highest

stage of mammalian pigment, viz, black. In its absence, the final oxidation

stage is brown, so that we may speak of
" animals lacking black" as brown, but

it is conceivable that animals might be found which also lack Br, in which case

the final oxidation stage would be yellow, not brown, and mere absence of black

would not in that case be equivalent to brown.

If we cross, then, animals homozygous for the factor B with animals

entirely lacking that factor, we should expect Fi to consist entirely of heterozy-

gous black animals. By experiment, 589 animals have been produced in this

way, all of which possessed black pigment. We should expect, now, that if such

black animals are crossed inter se, the next generation will consist of three

animals possessing black pigment to one lacking it completely. When this

cross was made the following result was obtained :
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In the cross between heterozygous black animals and the extracted brown

recessives, where equality of black young and young lacking black are expected,

the following result lias been obtained:
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ability to form either a greater or less total amount of pigment ; or (2) by the

restriction or loss of one or more pigments from certain portions of the pelage,

thus producing "coat patterns.'' The existence of two distinct factors of each

of these types has been proved by experiment. These will be presently

described.

For a basis from which to calculate increase or diminution in the total

amount of pigmentation (the first category of modifications mentioned), it is

desirable to have, as a standard, some known stock of as nearly constant

pigmentation as possible. For this purpose none seems better than the wild

house-mouse, Mus musculus. There is, to be sure, variation among the wild

individuals of this species, but on the whole it forms as satisfactory and constant

a basis as can be obtained. To the factor producing the degree of pigmentation

observed in the common house-mouse wTe may give the designation D (density

of pigmentation).

This factor D affects the distribution of pigment granules of the three sorts,

yellow
7

, brown, and black, but there is experimental evidence that another factor

exists which determines the amount of brown and black granules present with-

out affecting the number of yellow granules in the coat. To this factor we may
give the designation P (plenitude or fulness of brown and black pigmentation).

There is a complete series of color varieties as described by Castle and the

writer (1909), in which simultaneous modifications of both these factors exist, as

well as two other series in each of which one only of the two factors is modified.

Of the second category of distributive factors, those which cause local

restriction or loss of certain pigments, there are two clear examples in mice.

The first of these is seen in the case of the wild type, where the so-called "agouti"

pattern exists. This pattern results from the activity of a factor determining

the order in which pigments are laid down in the individual hair, and also

producing a differentiation between hairs of the dorsal and ventral surfaces.

This factor we may designate A (agouti). A factor of this sort produces the

"ticked" coat characteristic of almost all wild rodents. In the absence of A,
animals are self-colored.*

The second factor of this category is a restrictive factor which almost

excludes black and brown pigment from the hair and skin, thus leaving a pre-

ponderance of yellow granules in those localities and producing the so-called

"yellow" varieties of mice. This factor we may call R (restriction). In its

absence colored animals are either agouti if A is present, or self-colored if A
is absent.*

From this very brief description it may be seen that the presence of certain

distributive factors, or modifications of them, determines what color varieties

of mice shall be formed. These distributive factors determine either the total

amount of pigmentation or the relative amounts of yellow, brown, and black

that are visible. It is, then, obvious that they are factors dealing with "quan-

tity" of pigment, not with "quality" of pigment, as do the formative factors

Y, Br, and B. Since the "distributive" factors D, P, A, and ft deal with

*This ignores spotted forms, which will be considered separately.
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quantity of pigment, we might expect that they would show more fluctuations

than do the formative or qualitative factors Y, Br, and B; and such is the case,

as will presently be more fully described.

4. The Distributive Factor, D.

We have stated that this factor is responsible for the degree of density of

yellow, brown, and black pigmentation seen in the common wild house-mouse.

The presence of this factor is allelomorphic to a modification of density of pig-

mentation which we may call
"
dilute" pigmentation and designate by d. This

dilute type of pigmentation was recognized by Bateson (1903) in mice. At
that time he stated that it consisted of a reduced number of pigment granules,

affecting both the cortex and medulla of the hair. To this the writer may add

that the pigmentation of the skin is visibly lessened in "dilute
"
forms, and that

the eyes are also affected. When the eye of a "dilute" mouse is examined

under the microscope, reduction in the amount of pigment, as compared with

the densely pigmented forms, is seen to exist. This reduction occurs in both

retina and iris, but is more extensive in the former locality than in the latter.

The dilute forms of rabbits, as compared with the intense forms, show, on

microscopic examination of the hair, a reduction in number of the pigment gran-

ules in the cortex of the hair. The dilution in this case seems transferable to

hair of any color and is therefore comparable to dilution in mice, as it is also

in superficial resemblance, having a streaky and washed-out appearance to the

unaided eye.

In guinea-pigs the condition seems somewhat different. The problem
there does not appear to have been worked out with especial reference to dilu-

tion. There dilute forms do not appear streaky, although the cream type of

reduction seems either directly or indirectly transferable to black and brown.

It seems, however, doubtful whether a true dilution exists in guinea-pigs. There

is no evidence showing a modification of the intense colors, which modification

behaves as a unit character; and it seems probable, from the recent occurrence

of a pink-eyed colored guinea-pig (Castle, 19126), that the reduction of pigment

seen in guinea-pigs is due to a modification approaching that seen in pink-eyed

mice, rather than the dilute modification.

The "dilute" modification affects all three pigments (yellow, brown, and

black), wherever they may occur. Castle and the writer (1909) recognized

this in mice in the "non-yellow
"
varieties, including those possessing the agouti

factor. Plate (1910) recognizes a dilute series of color varieties, though using

a slightly different nomenclature to designate them. Morgan (1911a) inde-

pendently puts on record the occurrence of dilute animals with the agouti

pattern. Miss Durham (1911) also recognizes the existence of a dilute type

of every color variety. Previous to that time, however, she had not recog-

nized the relation of the dilute agouti animals to the dilute "non-agouti" forms.

Entirely distinct from this modification of the factor for density of pig-

mentation, which produces dilute forms, is the fluctuation of the degree of

density itself. Though "density" and "dilution" act as a pair of allelomor-
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phic characters, "density" is subject to considerable fluctuation. Thus we

may have a gradual series of yellow mice, all possessing the factor D, but

varying in depth of pigmentation from an extremely light cream-color to a

deep rich orange. Microscopic examination of the hair of these various forms

shows in "cream" animals a distinctly smaller amount of pigment than in the

hairs of the darker grades of "dilute" yellow animals. Dilute animals also

vary in depth of color. For example, certain dilute browns may be of a dis-

tinctly lighter color than others. We know from the behavior of "density" and

"dilution" in crosses that they are allelomorphic to each other, but we must

admit that they are fluctuating characters and not stable in the sense of the

formative qualitative factors Y, Br, and B. The differences in depth of color

in the case of any color variety, either intense or dilute, are more easily dis-

cerned in those animals which have a preponderance of light pigment, such as

yellows, or in those possessing reduction in amount of pigment due to some

modification, such as dilute dark-eyed and intense pink-eyed mice.

In this connection it is interesting to note the occurrence of certain "coat

patterns" on mice, reported by Morgan (1911a). He describes, among others,

patterns consisting of distinct regions of lighter and darker color. He further

states that when the light hairs are examined under the microscope they show

a lessening of pigment granules in different regions, "a lessening that is a

characteristic feature of the so-called dilute condition." But as reduction in

the amount of pigment occurs in the case of the "light" densely pigmented
and the "pink-eyed" forms, as well as in the dilute forms, evidences of the sort

offered by Morgan can not be considered to establish his conclusion.

Is it not possible that these cases are those of intensely pigmented animals

showing on their coat somatic segregation of certain of the fluctuations that

are seen in dense pigmentation? Such "lightness" would not be in any way
correlated with dilution, and would appear in homozygous animals as well as in

heterozygous ones.

The writer suggested (19116) that such patterns as were described might
not be a criterion of the heterozygosity of their possessor, but due entirely to

the physiological condition of the animal at moulting. Morgan in reply (1911c)

stated that the cases he described were not "moulting" patterns, which were,

as he stated, "too familiar to * * *
call for comment." Yet in his first

paper (1911a) he mentions certain "gray" animals, and figures two, which, as

he states, "show areas of lighter and darker color, and these may come and go

at each ?noult."

The writer has obtained in a homozygous dilute brown animal (cf 317)

regions of clearly lighter hair than the predominant body color of the individual.

These lighter hairs are apparently full-grown, and remained clearly distin-

guishable in this animal for nearly a year, after which the animal died. If this

individual was heterozygous he might, as Morgan states, be considered as giving

"evidence of his dual nature," but his gametic composition is "single;" so per-

haps the "evidence" in the case of the heterozygous animals reported by

Morgan is a matter of coincidence.
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The above-described fluctuations in the density of pigmentation are to a

certain extent hereditary. Thus cream-colored mice crossed inter se have a

greater number of cream-colored than of deep-yellow young. So, too, from

deep-yellows crossed together the deep-yellow young preponderate, but cream-

colored young may occur as well.

We may now consider the result of crosses between intense animals pos-

sessing the factor D and animals with the modified or "dilute" condition d.

If homozygous intensely pigmented animals (DD) are crossed wtih dilute

animals (dd) only intense young (Dd) are formed in F\. In my experiments

424 young have been thus produced, all intense, manifesting D. If these het-

erozygotes are crossed together we should expect in F2 the ratio 3 intense

to 1 dilute young. The experimental results are as follows:
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rectly. However, I feel sure that errors of this sort have not occurred since

1909, and the figures given above may be considered as a correct representation

of the observed facts. For the most part the behavior of density and dilution

is clearly that of a pair of allelomorphic unit characters, and they may therefore

be treated as such. Thus dilute animals crossed inter se give, as expected, only

dilute young, 603 such animals having been produced.

5. The Distributive Factor, P.

As before stated, this factor affects brown and black pigment, but does not

affect the amount of yellow present. The modification of this factor giving

rise to the "pink-eyed
"
series of colored mice, reduces the amount of black and

brown pigment to a very great extent. The reduction affects hair, skin, and

eyes. Miss Durham (1908) has pointed out the fact that the eyes, as the hair,

are not entirely devoid of pigment. In examining with the microscope sections

of the eye of a "pink-eyed" colored mouse, she found traces of pigment present,

but in such- minute quantities as to make any qualitative analysis impossible.

The writer has examined under the microscope crushed eyes of the brown,

dilute brown, pink-eyed brown, and pink-eyed dilute brown varieties and has

thus been able to trace the steps in the reduction of pigment in these four vari-

eties with fair success. The eyes were prepared by dehydrating and clearing

in xylol. The lens was then removed and the iris and retina spread on the

slide and mounted in balsam. When thus prepared, the following conditions

were observed:

(1) In intense-brown animals, the iris is more heavily pigmented than the

retina, but both are thickly pigmented with brown only, no yellow.

(2) In dilute-brown animals, there is reduction of the total amount of pig-

ment, but the retina shows the effects of the reduction more than does the iris.

The pigment is brown only, no yellow.

(3) In pink-eyed intense-brown animals there is very little pigment in the

retina. The iris is moderately pigmented, but much less so than in the dilute-

brown form. The pigment is brown only.

(4) In pink-eyed dilute-brown animals the retina is apparently unpig-

mented, but the iris still contains a small amount of brown pigment. No

yellow pigment is present.

We may now turn to the experimental results obtained in crosses between

dark-eyed animals (PP) and pink-eyed animals (pp). In this case Fi consists

entirely of dark-eyed animals (Pp), 1,085 individuals having been thus obtained,

all dark-eyed and to external appearances indistinguishable from homogyzous

dark-eyed animals. These Fx heterozygotes crossed inter se have given the

following result :
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If these results are added to those obtained by Miss Durham in similar

matings we have :

I >ark-eyed. Pink-eyed.

Durham 876
Little 1.G73

Total observed. . 2,549

Expected 2,481.6

303
457

760
827.4

The result is not strikingly close to the expected numbers. There is in my
experiments a deficiency of pink-eyed animals too extensive to be overcome by
t he excess of pink-eyed obtained by Miss Durham. The difference in result in

the two cases may be considered as probably too great to be due entirely to

chance.* Furthermore, in the following cross the result is still more aberrant

and again there is a lack of pink-eyed animals. The cross is that of heterozy-

gous dark-eyed animals (Pp) with pink-eyed animals (pp). Equality of dark-

eyed and pink-eyed young is expected.
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"Pink-eyed" colored varieties are much "yellower" in appearance than

their corresponding dark-eyed intense and dilute forms. This is due to two

facts :

(1) That in such forms as the pink-eyed black agouti and pink-eyed brown

agouti (both intense and dilute) the yellow band of the agouti pattern is left fully

pigmented, while the black and brown pigment in the same hairs is much reduced in

amount. Similarly pink-eyed yellow animals possess fully pigmented yellow

hair and thus have as heavily pigmented coats as do the dark-eyed yellow types.

(2) In the pink-eyed black and pink-eyed brown varieties (intense and

dilute) there are no yellow pigment granules in the hair, but the extremely small

amount of black or brown pigment present gives the optical effect of an animal

with yellow pigment. This is especially marked in the case of the pink-eyed

brown variety.

The mutual independence of the factors D and P, and of their modifica-

tions d and p, was recognized by Castle and the writer (1909) and found to hold

good in all the color varieties, whether possessing the agouti pattern or not.

At that time we reported the cross of a dilute "dark-eyed" animal with an

intense "pink-eyed" animal, resulting in the production of a "dark-eyed in-

tense
"

Fi. We had then only a small number of F2 animals from such crosses,

but those showed that the four theoretical classes of offspring were produced.

In similar crosses we have now obtained the following result:

Observed. . .

Expected. . .

Dark-eyed Dark-eyed
j

Pink-eyed Pink-eyed
intense. dilute. intense. dilute.

71 32 28 6

77 25.7 2.5.7 8 6

Other crosses showing the independence of D and P have been made, and

the results all follow the expectations with reasonable accuracy. Miss Durham

(1911) has also recognized the independence of D and P, but without giving

numerical results showing the occurrence of the intense and dilute types of the

various pink-eyed color varieties. She, however, recognizes the independence

of pink-eye and dilution only in those mice "in which yellow is absent." The

fact that their independence has been observed and experimentally proved in

animals (agouti) in which yellow is present seems to remove this restriction.

Thus, for example, the cross reported in 1909, and already referred to, shows

that their independence is clear-cut, even in the individual hair, and that the

presence of yellow in the hair aids in showing their independence; for in the

dilute agoutis (browm or black) all the pigment in the hair is reduced in amount,

while in the pink-eyed agoutis (brown or black), the yellow band in the hair is

as heavily pigmented as in dark-eyed agouti forms.

We may now consider, in order, the two factors which have to do with the

relative distribution of the three pigments, yellow, brown, and black, in the

hair and skin. These factors A (agouti) and R (restriction), already briefly

described, have certain characteristics in"common, and evidence exists (as will
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be discussed later) that they may be closely related. Their sphere of action is

limited to the hair and skin, to the exclusion of the eye. In this respect they
differ fundamentally from the distributive factors D and P, already described.

G. The Distributive Factor, A.

This factor was first recognized by Cuenot (1902) under the designation of

G (gris), as producing the pattern seen on the coat of the wild house-mouse
;
but

he erred in considering the factor (7 as allelomorphic to the factor N (noir) for

the production of black pigment. Castle (1907a) proved that in guinea-pigs
the agouti pattern is a unit character allelomorphic to its absence. Guided

by this hypothesis he formed a new color variety of guinea-pig (cinnamon).

Furthermore, he proved (1907a) that the agouti pattern might be carried by
certain red animals, which when crossed with blacks produced agouti young in

the first generation. By experimental test it was proved that all black animals

behaved the same in the crosses made and that the reds differed. Morgan
(1911a) quotes Castle as stating that in the above-mentioned crosses both the

blacks and reds were able to transmit the agouti type of coat. Having thus

misquoted ( astle, Morgan offers as a suggestion the explanation which Castle

proved was correct in 1907.

The agouti pattern consists in mice (Allen, 1904) of two chief types of dor-

sal hairs: (1) Those having a fine black tip, a sub-apical band of light ochraceous

color (occupying about one-fifth of the hair) and a dark plumbeous basal por-

tion. (2) Others, less numerous, are black throughout.

The ventral hairs Allen describes as possessing a distal half, which is dirty

white to pale ochraceous buff, and a basal half which is plumbeous. Castle

(19076), in describing the agouti pattern in guinea-pigs, states that the tips are

Itlack in hairs showing the ticking; then follows a yellow or red band, and then

the hair is black to the base. Both of these investigators find that the "ticked
"

hairs have black tips, as does Hurst (1905) in the case of rabbits.

Morgan (1911a) states that he has obtained black animals which have cer-

tain of their hairs brown-tipped. These he characterizes as agoutis without the

yellow band and further states that the ticked hairs in the coat of "agouti"
animals are brown-tipped. It isobvious that he is dealing with acolorpattern

in his "gray" (agouti) animals which is not identical with the agouti pattern as

described by other investigators. It tends, therefore, to confusion to treat the

pattern that he is dealing with as agouti. Furthermore, it seems probable

that the blacks, which he reports as having ticked {brown-tipped) hairs, do not

possess a factor in the least comparable with the "agouti" pattern. Morgan
himself states that these brown-tipped hairs occur only in heterozygous black

mice. The question suggests itself, how can mice possess, as a result or neces-

sary concomitant of heterozygosis, a pattern which is the characteristic of a

homozygous wild race?

Bateson (1903) stated that in black mice the tips of the large contour hairs

are often brown. Ticked hairs in non-agouti (black) mice are not, then, a new

development, and as black mice have been long used in experiments and have
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never been found to transmit the agouti pattern, it seems that Morgan has been

misled by the superficial appearance of "ticking" in the hair.

That superficial ticking is not identical with the agouti pattern is observ-

able in the case of "sable" mice, as will be more fully discussed later. It is also

observable in certain "dingy" or "smoky" young produced by Himalayan
rabbits. In this case there may be as many as two light bands in the

"
ticked

"

hairs, the dark portions of which seem to contain a small amount of black pig-

ment producing the dingy appearance alluded to. In such cases it is known
that neither parent carries the agouti pattern, yet here are hairs with an apj)a-

rently similar ticking; therefore not all ticking of rodent hairs is due to the

same factor.

We may now consider crosses in which the "agouti" pattern is involved.

In the cross between homozygous agouti and non-agouti forms, Fi consists

entirely of agouti (black agouti or brown agouti) animals, 344 young having

been thus obtained. When certain of these heterozygous F\ animals were

crossed inter se there were obtained :
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sible. In the absence of factors .1 and R the oxidation proceeds, over the whole

coat, to the stage determined by the presence of the formative factors, Br or B.

"Yellow'' mice are not produced by a factor comparable to the factors Br

and B, but by a factor having an entirely different function, namely, that of

restriction or inhibition. The nature of the agouti factor A is also restrictive,

though in a much more limited degree. Thus the factors A and R have func-

tions which are roughly comparable, in that they both "restrict" the formation

of black and brown, allowing yellow to take their place.

In studying the relation of "yellow" to black agouti mice, Miss Durham

(1911) has obtained extremely interesting and valuable results. Thus she has

in two eases obtained a "yellow" animal from agouti parents, which is a rever-

sal of the ordinary conditions. The fact that such a reversal of dominance can

exist is of extreme importance and adds one more peculiarity to the genetic

behavior of "yellow
"
mice. In all crosses made by the writer, however, yellow

has proved epistatic to black agouti. When the black agouti young obtained

from yellows were crossed inter se, 71 young were obtained, none of which were

yellow.

When cream (fig. 18) is crossed with wild black agouti the yellow young
obtained are cream; thus 3 cream and 2 light-black agouti young have been

obtained. The wild black agouti possesses potentially a "cream" degree of

pigmentation. If creams are crossed with black agouti animals produced by

synthesis in experiments with other varieties, the yellow young produced arc

yellow, not cream, thus 12 yellows and G intense non-yellow young have been

produced. These synthesized agoutis, then, are not potentially cream, but are

darker-colored members of the series which fluctuates between cream and deep

orange.

Cuenot (1905) reported the fact that homozygous yellow mice were not

obtainable in his extensive experiments. This fact has been corroborated

by other investigators. Cuenot (1911) has stated that the factor R, which

restricts brown and black from the pelage, is the same in function as the factor

Y, which forms the "yellow" degree of oxidation, and that there is no need of

including both in the gametic formulae of mice. But chemical evidence indi-

cates that all brown or black pigmented mice must possess the ability to form

yellow pigment in order to form the higher stages, viz, brown and black.

Furthermore, they must possess this at times in all their gametes, otherwise a

homozygous brown or black animal would be impossible. 1", therefore, which

produces the yellow degree of oxidation is not comparable to R, which can occur

in only one of the gametes of a zygote and which restricts brown and black

forming material, thus producing visibly yellow mice.

Alice homozygous in Y are represented by wild black agoutis, but mice

homozygous in R need not occur, by any present theory, nor do they occur in

actual experiment.

Yellow varieties of mice exist, as Cuenot (1911) recognizes, in all the color

varieties in which non-yellow mice exist. Their external appearance, however,

leads one to identify only six types, namely : (1) black-eyed yellows, brown-eyed
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yellows, black-eyed dilute yellows, and brown-eyed dilute yellows in the "dark-

eyed" series; (2) pink-eyed yellows and pink-eyed dilute yellows in the pale

series. The experimenter can not distinguishby external appearancesthe black

eyed and brown-eyed forms of the pink-eyed yellow series, and so must class

them together unless breeding tests be applied.

The "yellow" coat of mice is due to as true a patter)) factor as is the agoul i

coat, and the investigator errs when he considers the "yellow coat" a lower

stage of development of a black or brown coat. Yellow pigment appears in the

ticked or agouti coat by the action of a factor whose function is of a restrict ire

or inhibitive nature. In a very similar fashion yellow pigment appears on a.

greater scale in the coat of the "yellow" mouse.

"Yellow" in mice is no more allelomorphic to gray than is gray allelomor-

phic to black. Castle, as already stated, has shown that the factor which pro-

duces the ticked or gray coat is allelomorphic to its absence, not to black or any
other pigment. It is an excellent thing to simplify gametic formula? when this

can be done with the support of experimental evidence, but the experimental
work should precede the "simplification" unless a false impression is to be

produced.
If yellow animals are crossed with non-yellow, equality of yellow and non-

yellow young is approximated. The following numbers have 1 >een obtained :

Yellow. Non-yel 1 1 >w.

( )bserved .... 864

Expected 868
872
868

Several litters of young have been produced by yellows mated inter se since

the publication in 1910 of figures showing approximately a 2 to 1 ratio. The
additional observations are:

Yellow.
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The relation of the restriction factor It to the factors P and D has been

considered brief!}' under the head of those factors. The occurrence of dilute

yellow mice, clearly distinguishable from "creams" or "light yellows," was

reported by the writer (1911) in the dark-eyed color series. Since that time a

few crosses have been made with pink-eyed dilute yellows and they have been

found to conform in their general behavior with other yellow varieties. They
apparently can not be obtained in a homozygous state, and when crossed inter

se give pink-eyed dilute yellow and pink-eyed dilute non-yellow, as 2 to 1.

Dilute yellow animals, whether clear, sooty, or sable, are in appearance
more heavily pigmented than are the lightest creams; but they, as the intense

yellows, are found in shadesof yellowthat vary between cream and deep orange.

Any and all dilute yellows have, however, the characteristic streaky, washed-

out look of the dilute black or dilute brown forms. In crosses, dilute yellows

bred inter se have given:

Observed
Expected, 2 to 1 . .

Expected, 3 to 1 . .

Dilute

yellow.

Dilute

non-yellow.

100

102.67
115.5

54
51.33
38.5

It will, then, be seen that dilute yellows, like intense yellow
T

s, give a 2 to 1

ratio, the homozygous type being apparently unable to develop.

Dilute yellows crossed with dilute non-yellows have given the following:
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The sooty yellows in my stock are most of them homozygous for Mark, i. e.,

BB. The question arose, how would such sooty forms behave if crossed with

clear yellow lacking B. Experimental evidence shows that sooty yellows hav-

ing only one dose of B are not as dark as those with two doses.

Thus 7451 sooty (grade +lf) when crossed with sooty yellow female 7152

(+I4) gave sooty yellow young, the average grade of which was+1. The

same male when crossed with a brown ( 9 7730) gave yellow young, the grades

of which averaged +.31. The writer has never obtained a sooty yellow or sable

that did not carry the factor for the production of black pigment (B) in at least

half its gametes. Several hundred sooty yellows or sables have been obtained.

Yellows having one dose of B when crossed inter se should give (besides

yellows of their own type) those lacking B entirely as well as those having two

doses of B. If the "sooty" character segregates, 25 per cent of the yellow

animals should approximate the grade of their "sooty" grandparent, 50 per

cent should resemble their parents, and 25 per cent should be clear yellow like

their other grandparent. A table follows, showing the results of two families

in this experiment. The numbers of young are as yet small.

Sooty yellow x brown.

Grade of

sooty
grand-
parent.
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further complicated by the occurrence of so-called "reversed sables," in which

the dark hairs had yellow tips and bases, with a dark subapical band.

The writer must confess that he is unable to draw a clear line between

"sables" and "sooty yellows" in all cases. The term sooty yellow is there-

fore intended in this paper to cover both varieties.

It is possible to explain the appearance of sooty yellows on the basis of

fluctuation in activity of the factor R, restriction. Thus, when R is present in

full strength the animal is clear yellow; if R is slightly weaker, some dark

pigment shows itself.

The amount of dark pigment visible becomes progressively greater as the

factor R becomes weaker or takes on a rhythmical activity. Thus, if R is

hampered in activity during the growth of the first part of the hair, we have a

dark tip formed. But if R comes into full activity again, a yellow
7 band results,

followed by a second weakening of R, resulting in a dark base to the hair.

This would account for the superficial similarity to the agouti pattern.
" He-

versed sables" may possibly result from a reversal of the order in wdiich the

strong and weak periods of R occur. So, too, those very dark sooty yellows
that lack the ticked-hair pattern may be considered due to continued weakness

of the factor R during development of the hair of the first coat. When the

second coat is formed, however, the factor R makes its appearance felt more

strongly and an ordinary type of sable results, with less dark pigment than was

present on the first coat.

In all such cases the idea is present that there is quantitative variation in

the activity of the restriction factor R, showing itself in the varying amount of

black or dark pigment present. If such weakness is due to any interchange of

substance between gametes or any quantitative inexactitude in the process of

segregation, we should expect that repeated crosses of sooty yellows with

blacks wrould tend to produce much weakened yellow
rs (i. e., very dark sooty)

with much black pigment, as well as modified blacks with some yellow pigment

present. While this experiment has not yet been carried to large numbers it

may be of interest to record the pedigree of one family:

Generation.
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pigment granules in the hair to such a degree that we should exped the dark

pigment in the hairs of dark-eyed "sooty," yellows, and "sables" to be entirely
lost in corresponding pink-eyed forms.

We have seen that the factor which produces "yellow" mice is dominant
to its absence and is (in function) an inhibitor or restrictor of brown and black.

It is interesting to compare with this condition the conditions observed in

rabbits and guinea-pigs.

In rabbits Castle (19076) has shown the occurrence of two types of "yel-
low" animals, both of which are hypostatic to non-yellow forms. The process
of restriction, if it be such, that produces the yellow type of coat in rabbits is

not as extensive as that which produces the clear yellow of mice. Thus all

yellow rabbits which lack the factor A are, as Castle has shown, sooty; that is,

they have considerable black pigment in the hair, which produces not a clear

yellow, but a dull or dingy yellow coat. Such a condition, varying or fluc-

tuating as it does in sooty yellows of the same gametic composition, may
be called due to an imperfectly recessive character; that is to say, a condition

which shows varying amounts of a dominant character on extracted recessive

individuals, may be considered as showing imperfect recessiveness. Such a

condition would be more explicable on the grounds that "3'ellow" in rabbits

appeared as a restriction of black and brown than as a loss of those substances.

Yellow in rabbits would then be, according to a nomenclature and system sug-

gested bjr Dr. Castle, due to a semi-potent restrictive factor. By semi-potent is

meant a positive character which must be present in all the gametes of an indi-

vidual, for its manifestation in the zygote.

With such semi-potent characters may be contrasted uni-potent characters,

which cause visible effect in the zygote when present in one-half its gametes.

An example of this category of factors is seen in the factor R, in mice, which we
have been discussing.

In guinea-pigs, however, we seem to have a different condition, in that

sooty-yellow animals are very reirely formed. Thus yellow guinea-pigs ex-

tracted as recessive from a black race are, in a great majority of cases, char

yellows, whether they arc "reds" or light "creams." The occurrence of such

clear yellows is more explicable on a theory demanding loss of brown and black

pigment from the skin and hair than from a process of restriction, for it has

been seen that restriction is at times an extremely imperfect process, subject to

frequent fluctuations in degree of activity, while loss is or should be a clear-cut

process, removing the possibility of frequent fluctuations by completely remov-

ing the materials from which such fluctuations arise.

In studying "yellow" color varieties similarity of color should not have suf-

ficient value in analysis to argue a common origin of all yellow forms. Discus-

sion of such a question as the origin and physiological significance of different

types of yellow must, at least for the present, be based on generalities, since defi-

nite evidence is wanting. On the evidence given by such general facts, the writer

has above outlined a possible explanation of theobserved conditions, fully realiz-

ing, however, that at best such an explanation is incomplete and unsatisfactory.
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THE INHERITANCE OF SPOTTING.

Spotted forms exist in all the various color varieties of mice. Such

spotted or piebald animals possess an amount of white varying from a few-

white hairs to a condition in which pigment occurs in the eye alone, all the coat

beingwhite. Spotting is at present one of the least-understood color phenom-
ena, and further research is necessary before the correctness of any hypothesis

concerning it can l>e proved. Nevertheless, it seems advisable to consider the

physiological nature of spotting and to attempt to eliminate such theories as

maybe shown, even with our present imperfect knowledge, to be incorrect.

As stated in the first part of this paper, present chemical knowledge leads us to

the belief that all mammalian pigments are melanins.

Superficially, spotting appears to be partial albinism, and the question

naturally arises as to whether it really is due to the same cause or causes that

produce albinism, such cause or causes manifesting their presence in a lesser

degree or in a mosaic condition.

Experimental evidence does not support a theory which postulates the

common origin of white produced by spotting and that produced by albinism.

If spotting is partial albinism we should expect, when spotted animals are

crossed with albinos, that only spotted or albino animals would be obtained.

Among the results observed by various investigators, none show better the fal-

lacy of this point of view than the classic experiments of Darbishire (1902) with

crosses of spotted waltzing mice and albinos of gray (black agouti) ancestry.
The appearance of uniformly pigmented animals in the first generation of this

cross proved conclusively that the processes producing the white of spotted
coats and the white of albinos are not only non-identical, but are fundamen-

tally different.

Since a difference in origin of these two types of white exists, the next

matter of interest is to find out whether the difference lies in the qualitative

chemical make-up of the two whites or in the nature of the distributive proc-
esses which allow them to appear in the hair.

Experiments bearing upon the qualitative nature of the two types of white

have been made by Mudge (1909a) on piebald (spotted) and albino rats. He
treated the pelage of animals of both these varieties with chemical agents cal-

culated to provide an oxidizing substance which might act upon the chromogen
in the white portions of the coat, if such a chromogen were preseni there. He
found that the white hairs in both categories of animals became yellow, both

reacting equally to the agent provided. A few months after the publication of

his work on rats he obtained similar results in piebald and albino mice, by
slightly varying the composition of the agent used.

The writer does not possess sufficient knowledge of chemistry to comment

upon the ultimate value of the work done by Mudge, but in absence of contrary
evidence it seems thai his work, especially as it deals with the very types that

we are considering, is worthy of confidence and forms a suitable base from
which to draw conclusion-;.
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If, as Riddle states, it seems absurd to postulate the complete loss of chro-

mogens in albinos, we must suppose that an enzyme or enzymes have been lost, in

order to prevent the formation of pigment. If, now, the work of Mudge shows

that the white of spotting lacks the same class of substance as the white of

albinism we must say that here also the enzyme or enzymes are absent from the

white areas. But by the work of Darbishire, already alluded to, and that of

later investigators as well, it is shown that the processes concerned in the

origin of the two types of whites are not identical. We must then, by elimi-

nation, come to the conclusion that the nature of the processes which control

the distribution of the enzyme or enzymes differs in the two categories.

We have seen that the amount of pigment in the hair of intense pigmented
animals is dependent upon the cooperation of two factors, D and P. In the

wild Mus musculus the pigment occurs distributed over the entire coat, and the

animal is said to be self or uniformly pigmented.

We have supposed that the distribution of pigment is controlled by certain

factors. Thus we have supposed that density of pigmentation is controlled by
a factor D, by the activity of which a certain amount of pigment is formed in

eyes and skin and hair. We have recognized a quantitative modification of

this factor in the case of dilute varieties, possessing less pigment. Since this

modification affects all three pigments (yellow, brown, and black) and since

we have supposed brown and black to be higher oxidation stages of yellow, it

seems logical to consider D a factor modifying Y, and in this way also modify-

ing Br and B, which are, so to speak, converted Y. When D is modified in

amount, less Y is converted to the brown or black stage. This is the condition

seen in dilute animals. Logically we should expect another type of modifica-

tion of Y. In self animals Y is distributed over the whole coat. We should

expect some forms in which Y was distributed only to certain portions of the

body. This modification is seen in the forms in which white spots occur. Such

white areas may be considered as those from which the F-forming substance is

absent. Thus the relation of these factors to one another may be roughly
shown as follows:

Color producing
substance Y

Distributed in a certain f Modified in amount to

degree of density = D \ form dilute varieties = d
Distributed to a certain ( Modified in amount to

extent (self) =S \form spotted varieties=s

If we designate the spotted (piebald) forms by the letter s, we may logi-

cally consider the unmodified self forms as being of the constitution S. We
would expect, then, that in crosses between a spotted race of known gametic
formula (s) and a self race of formula (S) a mendelian monohybrid ratio would

be observed. That such is the case has been recorded by Doncaster (1906) and

by Castle and MacCurdy (1907) in the case of "hooded" and self rats. Such

a type of spotting as that seen in the hooded rats is, then, a unit character so

far as its behavior in crosses is concerned.

Cuenot, working with mice, has found that spotted forms exist, varying

greatly in proportion of white to colored areas. This series of spotted forms

he accounts for by supposing that there are present a number of small factors
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for the production of spotting (panachure). These he designates px, p2 , Pz,

p if ... . etc. (uenot is by nomeans alone in favoring multiple factors as

an explanation for spotting. It is easy and attractive to imagine a factor for

every observed degree of spotting The various types of spotted animals seem

clear-cut, the colored and white areas seem to form a marked contrast, and the

presence of many factors to produce these many forms gives an air of finality

to an hypothesis which is alluring.

The advantages of a multiple-factor hypothesis, however, are rendered

dubious by the observed occurrence of strains which show that a certain amount

of fluctuation exist- in the manifestation of even these assumed multiple units.

It is questionable whether it would be possible to distinguish between a result

produced by multiple factors of the number necessary to explain the occurrence

of the various spotted forms and a continuous series formed by fluctuation of

of the original modification which produces spotting.

Observed experimental facts, however, do not favor a multiple-factor

hypothesis. Thus, if multiple factors for spotting existed, the black-eyed

white variety would possess the greatest number of these spotting factors.

Cuenot in mice and Castle in guinea-pigs found that spotting was recessive to

self in crosses. Therefore the black-eyed white forms would possess a great

number of recessive spotting factors, ph p2 , Ps, Pu Ph, Pe, etc. How, then,

could two such animals when crossed inter se give in their young practically the

whole gamut of spotted forms, as Castle (1905, p. 45), found was the case.

In a somewhat similar way the presence-and-absence hypothesis meets

with trouble in the same cross, i. e., black-eyed white X black-eyed white. The

spotting from which the black-eyed whites are derived is recessive. It is,

therefore, according to the presence-and-absence hypothesis, as advanced by

Bateson and Punnett, due to the loss or absence of a factor or factors for uni-

formity of pigmentation. Yet two animals having, according to this theory,

lost the factors for pigment production in the coat, give young which often

have a large amount of pigment on the coat. The presence-and-absence

hypothesis, in order to explain this case, must imagine a degree of fluctuation

in the manifestation of the spotting character which makes proof of the

multiple-factor hypothesis difficult if not impossible.

In the writer's opinion, present knowledge of spotted forms is too scanty

to decide whether spotting is due to a process of loss of the factor for uniformity

of pigmentation, or to a hypostatic restrictive factor. It seems, however, that

such spotting as one encounters in guinea-pigs, hooded rats, and in many mice

is a unit character subject to enormous quantitative fluctuation, and that it

may be considered due to a modification of the factor Y or U which is hypo-

static to unmodified or "self" forms.

In view of the fact that the same substance Y is distributed in two different

ways to produce spotting and dilution, Ave may consider it as consisting of an

amount of pigment (D) distributed over the entire animal (S); therefore we

may consider the pigment of the wild mouse as being designated by the letters

DS. An animal may then be of one of the following formulae:

DS intense self. Ds intense spotted. (IS dilute self, ds dilute spotted.
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We have previously discussed the observable fluctuations in amount of

pigment in animals possessing D, for example in yellows. The fluctuations

observed in the caseof spotted animals are little if any greater in extent than the

fluctuations from deep orange to cream already noted in the case of yellow mice.

If there are two ways (d and s) in which the factors D and S may respec-

tively be modified, we should expect that the same might hold in the case of the

factor P. The quantitative modification of this factor (p), acting upon brown

and black pigment to the exclusion of yellow, produces the pink-eyed colored

series.

If a regional modification of black and brown forming substances (Br and

B) existed, we should expect a spotted condition to be formed. Here, however,

the spots would be black or brown on a yellow ground. To such a class as this

we may say that the tortoise varieties of guinea-pigs belong. This condition

is in a measure hypostatic to self-pigmented forms, as are the (s) spotted forms.

We have supposed that the factor P produced a certain amount of black or

brown substance typified by the wild Mus musculus. This factor, then, ap-

pears to bear the same relation to the factors Br and B that the factor D does to

the factor Y. We may, therefore, logically construct a rough diagram to show

the relations of the distributive factors to Br and B, as we did in the case of Y:

Factors for the

production of

brown and
black pigment

Distributed in a certain ( Modified in amount to form

degree of depth = P \ pink-eyed varieties = p
Distributed to certain / Modified in amount to form

extent (total) = T \ tortoise varieties = t

If we designate the tortoise spotting by t, we may consider its epistatic

allelomorph as T, total or self pigmentation. In this case the factor P becomes

complicated, as did the factor D, becoming PT. As in the case of the factor

DS, animals may be of any one of the following formulae:

PT dark-eyed self. pT pink-eyed self.

Pt dark-eyed tortoise, pt pink-eyed tortoise.

In mice we find that the p modification has taken place, while in guinea-

pigs the t modification is well known, and Castle (19126) has described the origin

of a pink-eyed form of guinea-pig which may turn out to be the p modification.

It may be seen from the foregoing description that the two forms of

spotting (piebald and tortoise) are entirely independent, and it is thus entirely

conceivable that they should occur in the same individual. This appears to

be the case in the well-known tri-colored breeds of domesticated animals.

One of the best-known cases of inheritance in tri-colored races is found in

the case of "basset" hounds, on which Galton based his "law" of heredity.

The character considered was the presence or absence of black in addition to

yellow and white. When black was present the tri-color condition was pro-

duced. Though there is no direct evidence at hand, Bateson (1909), in dis-

cussing these experiments, states that yellow is not usually dominant to black.

If this is the case the observed facts may be explained as follows :

In guinea-pigs the presence of black and yellow spots on any individual

depends upon the presence of a spotting character which acts upon a totally
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black pigmented animal to produce a blotched black-and-yellow appearance.
For the sake of convenience we may call animals possessing this "tortoise"

marking t. All self-black animals lacking this modification, and therefore

having no red blotches, are of the formula T. Experiments with guinea-pigs

(at present being carried on by Dr. Castle) shows that self-black is epistatic to

tortoise. This pair of characters is, however, independent from the factors,

E = extended black pigmentation, necessary for the production of any black hairs

on the coat, and its allelomorph e =the loss of black pigment from the coat,

producing 3
rellow animals.

Thus, if a race of tortoise animals existed, formula EEtt, we should have a

homozygous race of tortoise animals (which in fact exist). If, however, the

tortoise animals were of the formula Eett we should expect young of three

kinds:

(a) EEtt tortoise. (b) Eett tortoise. (c) eett yellow.*

Types (a) and (6) having E present would be able to form black pigment on the

coat; but type (c), lacking E, would be yellow in appearance, though it would
be potentially tortoise.

If the factor for spotting with white (s) be added to the formula of a tor-

toise animal (Eett), we should have, if these animals were bred together, three

kinds of young.

(a) EEttss tri-color (tortoise and white).

(6) Eettss tri-color (tortoise and white),

(c) eettss yellow and white.*

Types (a) and (b) would be tri-color, that is, tortoise and white; type (c)

would be yellow and white. This might account for the appearance of yellow
and white individuals in a race of tri-colored animals.

If, however, yellow were epistatic to black, as in mice, we should have to

explain things differently. Tortoise animals could then be of only one formula

and would breed true, being recessives, whereas self yellows might also produce
tortoise young.

rrtt = tortoise.

Rrtt = yellow (heterozygous in tortoise).

RRtt = yellow (homozygous).

If, now, the modification s were added to such hypothetical tortoise

animals, we should have

rrttss = tri-color (tortoise and white) homozygous.

If such animals were crossed inter se, we should, on genetic grounds, have

to suppose a change of dominance to explain the occurrence of yellow-and-
white young. This does not seem likely. A simple mechanical fact is, how-

ever, able to account for the occurrence of yellow-and-white animals in an

homozygous or heterozygous race of tortoise-and-white (tri-color) animals.

Both forms of spotting are independent as to the regions of the coat which they
affect. If the white regions should, by chance, coincide with the black regions

*Castle (1905), p. 34, has described such animals.
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of a tortoise animal we should have an animal yellow-and-white in appearance,

though gametically a pure tri-color (tortoise and white). This condition is

found in guinea-pigs where two yellow (red) and white animals when crossed

together have given young with black on the coat (Castle, 1912), and we know
that one of these animals at least must have the gametic composition of a tri-

color. In a case of this sort the yellow-and-white animals would occur in

ratios entirely free from any mendelian principle, and would give a spurious

reversal of dominance.

Perhaps one of the two foregoing suggestions may serve to throw some light

on the results upon which Galton's "law" of heredity was based. It must be

remembered that tortoise-shell animals are in their gametic composition no more

intermediates between black (extended) and yellow (restricted) animals than

forms spotted with white are intermediate between colored forms and albinos.

CROSSES WITH JAPANESE WALTZING MICE.

Morgan (1911a) has mentioned the fact that in crosses between self and

spotted forms, in mice, the spotting seemed modified or contaminated by the

cross. He gives no figures, however, in support of this statement and fails

to mention that the modification of spotted forms by crossing with self was

reported by MacCurdy and Castle (1907).

Dr. Castle and the writer have examined carefully the degree of pigmen-
tation of a race of pure Japanese spotted mice and have estimated the percent-

age of colored area on the dorsal surface; 72 animals were thus examined. The

average pigmentation was 32 per cent. The range of pigmentation was from

20 to 55 per cent. Animals of this pure Japanese race were crossed with a

uniform self-pigmented race of homozygous dilute brown animals, known to

produce no spotted or albino young. Fx from these animals consisted of all self

pigmented young showing no spots of white. Certain of these F\ animals were

crossed inter se to obtain F2 ,
others were crossed back with females of the pure

Japanese race.

In the first case F2 was found to consist of 45 self animals (no spots) and 21

animals having some white hairs or spots on the dorsal surface. The 3 to 1

ratio is here approximated, the exact theoretical expectation being 49.5 self

to 16.5 spotted. The extracted spotted animals differ widely from the original

Japanese race from which they inherited the spotted-coat character. A com-

parison of the two categories of spotted forms (together with the back cross,

which will be treated later) will be seen in the following table :
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From this table it will he seen that the spotted individuals of Fa have been

contaminate 1 by the cross, having their dorsal pigmentation increased on the

average more than 50 per cent over the average of the pure Japanese race.

The range of the spotted forms in F2 is also very different from that in the

Japanese race. There are no F<> animals within 18 per cent of the average grade

of the Japanese mice (32 per cent); also there is only one F2 animal out of 21

that is as lightly pigmented as the darkest of the Japanese race.

The hack cross, between l\ animals and individuals from the pure Jap-

anese race, we should expect to give spotted and self animals in a 1 : 1 ratio.

The spotted animals, on a basis of contamination, should not be so extensively

modified as in the F> animals; that is, their degree of dorsal pigmentation

should be less. There have been 96 animals produced in this back cross, of

which 49 are self and 47 spotted, showing that "spotting" and "self" are still

behaving as a pair of allelomorphic characters. The spotted animals from this

cross—see above table, (3)
—show an average of 60.2 per cent of the dorsal

surface pigmented; their range is from -40 to 9!) per cent. This coincides

qualitatively with the expectation.

One more cross may be recorded. Certain of the 49 selfs produced by the

back cross were bred inter se, thus producing a generation which may be desig-

nated as "back cross /<V" Spotted animals resulting from this cross, on the

theory of contamination, should show a degree of dorsal pigmentation between

that of the first F2 (85.3 per cent) and of the back cross (60.2 per cent). As a

matter of fact the results show that their average pigmentation is 70.4 per cent.

ASSOCIATION OF CHARACTERS.

The question naturally arises as to whether the various characters are

completely independent of each other or whether coupling or gametic associ-

ation of any sort exists between some of them. Morgan (19116) has observed

in Drosophila certain results best explained on an hypothesis of "association"

of certain characters in the gamete. It remains to be seen whether any such

"association" of characters exists in mice. For this purpose the writer has

tabulated the results of four crosses:

I. Cross 10a. Wild Black Agouti (Mus musculus) Crossed with Dilute Brown.

The black-agouti parent possesses factors B = black, A = agouti, and D =

density. The dilute-brown parent lacks the factors B, A, and D. Fi resem-

bles the wild parent. In F2 we expect 8 classes, as follows:

(1) Black agouti =BrBAD* (5) Brown =BrD
(2) Black = BrBl) (6) Dilute brown agouti =BrAd
(3) Brown agouti =BrAD (7) Dilute black =BrBd
(4) Dilute black agouti =BrBAd (8) Dilute brown =Brd

*AU animals in this cross possess the general color factor Y, and the factor for fullness
of black and brown pigmentation, P. They are therefore omitted from the formula; for

purpose of simplification.
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On an hypothesis of association we should expect types (1
) arid (8) to be

in excess of the numbers called for by random segregation. The experimental
results are:
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On a basis of association of characters both classes (2) and (3) should be

in excess. The observed result follows:

Classes.



PART II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS.

Before giving in detail the matings marie, a few general facts may be

stated. In the course of the experiments noted here, more than 10,500 animals

have been raised. The independence of all the factors given in this paper has

been made certain from breeding tests. The results may first be considered in

a general way which may serve, for the present, to show that the factors in-

cluded in this paper exist as units in inheritance. We may best consider the

yellow and non-yellow forms under different headings. For non-yellow mice,

the results given here are largely corroborative of evidence previously given by
Cuenot, Bateson, Durham, and other investigators.

In expressing the gametic or zygotic formula? of the various types we

employ a slight modification of the two systems most frequently used. Thus,
when a given factor is known to be absent, its symbol is omitted from the formula.

For example, the gametic formula of homozygous brown-pigmented animals is

given as YBrDP, the zygotic formula Y2Br2D2P2 . Albinos, which are gameti-

cally homozygous brown animals, would differ merely in that the color pro-
ducer Y is absent; they would, therefore, have the gametic formula BrDP and

the zygotic formula BnD2P2 . If the original brown race had been hetero-

zygous in the color factor Y, its zygotic formula would be YBr2D2P2 and the

gametes that could be formed would be obviously YBrDP and BrDP.

If, however, we are dealing with such a pair of characters as "dark-eye"
P and "pink-eye" p, we are not justified in supposing an absence of P in the

pink-eyed forms. We merely know that an hypostatic modification of P has

occurred, and this is best designated by p. If now we have a homozygous
brown animal, with the zj^gotic formula Y2Br2D2P2 ,

we may designate the homo-

zygous pink-eyed brown as Y2Br2D2p2 . The dark-eyed brown heterozygous in

P would then be Y2Br2D2Pp and would form two sorts of gametes YBrDP and

YBrDp.
It is interesting to note that the system employed by the foremost expo-

nents of the presence-and-absence hypothesis really hints at the presence of two

conditions, the one (B) epistatic to the other (b). On the other hand, Castle, who
does not follow so implicitly the limits of the presence-and-absence hypothesis,

adopts a system of notation which, in the case of certain characters, indicates

the hypostatic condition by the absence of any symbol to designate it.

The excellent comparative study by Cuenot (1911) has served to make
clear many debated points due to variations in systems of notation, and it is

therefore with some doubt as to its advisability that the writer advances still a

different one. It seems, however, exceeding present knowledge to denote by
the same system characters which may obviously be absent and those whose

absence is far from proved.
47

.
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There should exist, according to the hypothesis advanced above, 81 types

of zygotes in the non-yellow self-colored races. A similar number of types of

albinos should also be formed. In the experiments here recorded no effort has

been made to obtain a large number of types of zygotes, yet 58 of the 81 pure

colored types have been met with. The occurrence of these 58 types is assured

by breeding tests, but it is almost certain that all 81 types have occurred many
times in the writer's experiments, since only a very small part of the animals

raised has been used for breeding.

A table follows showing the numbers of possible zygotic types, and the

number of the observed types in the 1G self-pigmcnted non-yellow color varie-

ties which are homozygous in the color-producer (F).

Gametic formula.
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COLOR VARIETIES OF MICE.*

A. Extended Series (Restriction Factor Absent).

1. With the agouti pattern.

Color variety.

1. Black agouti, fig. 1 YBrBDPA
2. Dilute black agouti, fig. 2 1 BrBdl '. I

3. Pink-eyed black agouti, fig. 3 YBrBL
,

I

4. Pink-eyed dilute black agouti, fig. 4 YBrBi

5. Brown agouti, fig. 5 ] 'BrDPA
6. Dilute brown agouti, fig. 6 YBrdPA
7. Pink-eyed brown agouti, fig. 7 YBrDpA
8. Pink-eyed dilute brown agouti, fig. 8 YBrdpA

2. Without the agouti pattern.

9. Black, fig. 9 YBrBDP
10. Dilute black, fig. 10 YBrBdP
11. Pink-eyed black, fig. 11 YBrBDp
12. Pink-eyed dilute black, fig. 12 YBrBdp
13. Brown, fig. 13 YBrDP
14. Dilute brown, fig. 14 YBrdP
15. Pink-eyed brown, fig. 15 YBrDp
16. Pink-eyed dilute brown, fig. 10 YBrdp

Black

agouti
series

Brown
agouti
scries

Black
series

Brown
series

B. Restricted Series. Animals in this Series Always Heterozygous in R.

17.

IS.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23]
94

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Color variety.

Black-eved yellow YBrBDPAll
Black-eyed yellow, fig. 17 YBrBDPR
Brown-eyed yellow, fig. 18 YBrDPAR
Brown-eyed yellow YBrDPR
Dilute black-eyed yellow YBrBdPAR
Dilute black-eyed yellow YBrBdPR
Dilute brown-eyed yellow YBrdPAR
Dilute brown-eyed yellow, fig. 19 YBrdPR

Black, brown'
and yellow
pigment.

Brown and
yellow pig-
ment only

Pink-eved dilute yellow YBrBdpAR f
Black

>
br°wn

Pink-eyed dilute yellow YBrBdpR

Pink-eyed yellow YBrBDpAR
Pink-eyed yellow YBrBDpR

Pink-eyed yellow YBrDpAR
Pink-eyed yellow YBrDpR

Pink-eyed dilute yellow YBrdpAR
Pink-eyed dilute yellow YBrdpR

and yellow
pigment

'Brown and
yellow pig-

k
ment only

Dark-eyed
intense yel-
low series

Dark-eyed
dilute yel-
low series

Pink-eyed
intense yel-
low series

Pink-eyed
dilute yellow
series

There are 32 pigmented varieties of mice which may be obtained in pure

races. The "restricted series," however, may be obtained pure in the sense

only that animals may be obtained which give merely the type of yellow

written before their gametic formula, and the single variety of the "extended"

series which the rest of their gametic constitution demands. Albino varieties

corresponding with these 32 colored forms are expected to occur and may be

produced at will. These albinos are distinguishable from one another only by

breeding tests, and it is therefore doubtful whether ail the 32 varieties have

as yet been isolated.

*The factors T (total pigmentation) and S (self-pigmentation) are not included in these

formula?.
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In the following pages will be found a brief description of the various color

varieties, as they appear to the unaided eye, followed by a list of crosses made
with each color variety. In the tables it has been found expedient to use the

following abbreviations to designate in simpler form the color varieties, a list of

which has already been given:

B = black,

Br=brown,
d = dilute,

p = pink-eyed,

A g= agouti,

W = white (albino),

Y = yellow,

sY= sooty yellow,

cY = cream yellow.

Thus, for example, pdBAg is equivalent to pink-eyed dilute black agouti, color-

variety No. 4 of the extended series.

Unfortunately, in many of the crosses the numbers of animals recorded

are small. Aberrations from the expected mendelian ratios of the color

classes may also be found in some cases; but an examination of these seems

to indicate that they would diminish with an increase in the number of animals

recorded.

EXTENDED SERIES.

I. Black Agouti, YBrBDPA (Fig. 1).

The common coloration seen in the house-mouse (Mas muscvlus). Eyes black, ears darkly

pigmented, hairs on ventral surface tipped with dull-yellowish, then dark slaty to the

base. Tail dark-pigmented. Dorsal hairs tipped with black, then having a yellow

band and below that being slaty to their base. Such an arrangement produces the

"ticked" or "agouti" coat pattern. Tuft of hairs at the base of the ears yellowish
—

a few light hairs on sides, flanks, and feet. Hairs around anus are light.

Black agouiixblack agouli.

Ckoss 1. Giving only BAg young; therefore one of the parents, at least, may be considered

homozygous black agouti, type 1 (extended series). The animals used in this cross

were descended from yellows.

Mating.
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Cross 3. Parents heterozygous in color factor and in black. YBr2BD2P2A 2 xYBr2BD2P2Ai.

Expectation, 9 BAg, 3 BrAg, to 4 W. The parents in this cross were derived from

yellows.

Mating.
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Cross 8. Parents heterozygous in color factor, density, and dark eye. YBriB-iDdPpAt x

YBrtBaDdPpAi. Should give 27 BAg, 9 dBAg, 9 pBAg, 3 pdBAg, 16 W.

Mat ing.
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Cross 11 a. Black agouti heterozygous in 1

black agouti heterozygous in black and agouti. YJir-iBlJ'lP.A x YtBr*

Expectation, 9 BAg, 9 dBAg, 3 BrAg, 3 dBrAg, 3 £, 3 <f£, 2 Br, 1 dBr.

Matu . Parents. L'.U/. B.

All

Cross 12. Black agouti, heterozygous in color factor, bl ag ros

with dilute black agouti heterozygous in color factoi :. dark eye. and agouti.

YBriBDiPpA x YBrsBdiPpA. Expectation. SIBAg, 27B, 27 - Ag, 27 BrAg, 9Br,

9 pB, 9 pBrAg, 3 p£r, 64 W.

Mating.
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Cross 16. Black agouti heterozygous in dark eye and agouti crossed with black heterozygous
in dark eye. Y2Br2B2D2PpA xY2Br2B2D2Pp. Expectation, 3 BAg, 3B, lpBAg, \pB.

Muting. Parents.

132
128
129

97
179
165
177

447 x 454
449 x 454
452 x 454

447, 449 x 454 ... .

447-419-452x454.
447 x919
452 x 919

BAg. B.

1

3

3

2
8
2

pBAg. pB.

19 20

2
1

1

1

Cross 17. Black agouti heterozygous in black, dark eye, and agouti, crossed with black hete-

rozygous in black and dark eye. Y2Br2BD2PpA xYtBnBDJ'p. Expectation, QBAg,
9 B, 3 pBAg, 3 pB, 3 BrAg, 3 Br, 1 pBrAg, 1 pBr.

Mating.
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Cross 19. Black agouti heterozygous in color factor, black, and agouti crossed with brown

heterozygous in the color factor. YBr2BD2P2A xYBr2D2P2 . Expectation, 3 BA g,

3 B, 3 BrAg, 3 Br, 4 W.

Mating.
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Black agouti x pink-eyed brown.

Ckoss 21. Black agouti heterozygous in dark eye and agouti, crossed with homozygous pink-

eyed brown. Y2Br2B2D>PpA x Y2Br2D2p2 . Expectation, 1 BAg, 1 pBAg, 1 B, 1 pB.

Mating.
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Dilute black agouti, X black.

Cross 22b. Dilute black agouti heterozygous in agouti crossed with homozygous black.

YvBriBidiPA xYiBr2B2D2P2 . Expectation, 1 BAg, 1 B.

Mating.
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Dilute black agouti x broum.

Cross 28. Dilute black agouti heterozygous in agouti crossed with homozygous brown.

YiBrtBtdsPtA x Y2Br2D2P2 . Expectation, 1 BAg, 1 B.

.Mating. Parents. BAg.

90It Unmarked x unmarked . . 3

B.

1

Dilute black agouti x pink-eyed dilute brown.

Cross 28a. Both parents homozygous. YiBr2Bid2P2A 2 xYiBrid.p*. Expectation, all dBAg.

Mating.
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III. Pink-eyed Black Agouti, YBBrDpA (Fig. 3).

Eyes very deep pink. Ears apparently unpigmented. Hairs on ventral surface dull yellow
with bluish base, showing the presence of the agouti pattern. Dorsal hair closely

resembling that of the dark-eyed brown agouti form to the unaided eye. More yellow,

however, seems to be present in the coat, though it has been seen that this is not

because of an increased amount of yellow pigment. There is a tuft of light hairs at

the base of the ears. The hairs directly around the anus, however, resemble the other

ventral hairs so closely as to be indistinguishable from them.

Pink-eyed black agouti x pink-eyed black agouti.

Ckoss 29. One or both parents homozygous. YJiroBiDipoAi x Y-iBr.BiD-ipiAi. Expec-
tation, all pBAg.

Mating.
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Pink-eyed black agouti x pink-eyed blacl:.

Cross 33. Both parentshomozygous. Y?Br:B>D>p2A2 x Y.llrJiJ)ji.. ] Expectation, aWpBAg.

Mating.
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Cross 39. Pink-eyed black agouti heterozygous in black and density crossed with dilute

brown agouti heterozygous in dark eye. Y^Br^BDdp'Ai x YJir^PpAi. Expecta-

tion, 1 BAg, 1 pBAg, 1 dBAg, 1 BrAg, 1 pBrAg, 1 dBrAg, 1 pdBAg, 1 pdBrAg.

Mating.
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Cross 43. Pink-eyed black agouti heterozygous in agouti crossed with brown heterozygous
in dark eye. Y2Br2B2D2p2A X Y2Br2D,Pp. Expectation, 1 BAg, IB, I pBAg, 1 pB .

Mating.
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Brown agouti x brown agouti.

Cross 47. One or both parents homozygous. YiBrtDtPiA* x YJBriDiPiAi. Expectation,
all brown agouti.

Mating.

124

86
143

414
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Brown agouti x brawn.

Cross 51. Homozygous brown agouti crossed with homozygous brown YJSrtDtPtAt x
Y>BrJhl' 2 . Expectation, all BrAg.

Mutiny.

96
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Dilute brown agouti x pink-eyed dilute brown agouti.

Cros3 55. Dilute brown agouti heterozygous in dark eye crossed with homozygous pink-

eyed dilute brown agouti, or pink-eyed dilute brown. Y>Br2D>PpA 2 x Y2Br2d2p2 {A 2 ) .

Expectation, 1 dBrAg, 1 pdBrAg.

Mating.

642a
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Pink-eyed brown agouti x broiim.

Cross 59. Both parents homozygous. F2/ir2D2 /» 2/l 2 X Y2BriD2P2. Expectation, BrAg only.

Mating. Parents. BrAg.

300 /> unmarked x2393... .

Cross 60. Homozygous pink-eyed brown agouti crossed with brown heterozygous in dark

eye. Y2Br2D2p2A 2 X Y%BrtDJPp. Expectation, 1 BrAg, 1 pBrAg.

Mating.
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IX. Black, YBrBDP (Fig. 9).

Hairs on ventral surface not so heavily pigmented as the dorsal hairs, and of a dull slaty

black. Tail dark. Dorsal hairs deep, glossy black. Tuft of yellowish hairs at base of

ears. A few yellowish hairs scattered along the flanks, sides and feet. The hairs

around the anus are light yellowish. The feet are dark.

Black x black.

Cross 62. One or both of the parents homozygous. Y2Br2B2D2P2 x Y2Br2B2D2P2 . Expec-

tation, all B.

Mating. Parents.
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Cross 66. Both parents heterozygous in dark eye and black. Y2Br2BD2Pp x Y2Br2BD2Pp.

Expectation, 9 B, 3 pB, 3 Br, 1 pBr.

Mating.

361
376a
3766
247
318
316
267
364
303
295

'

349
334
358
333
444
336
447

Parents. />'. pB. Br

2596x2593 2
Unmarked x unmarked. . . 78
Unmarked X unmarked. . . 13

1706 X 541 2

2031x1942 8

1948x1950 5

1948x1949-1950 3

20S4X20S6 2

2084-2085x2086 11

2186-87-88-89x2184 31

2212x2213 7

2218 x 2213 6

2210x2219 4

2210-14x2219 15

2216x2219 : 4

Unmarked x 2593 7

2945 x unmarked 1

199

1

26
7
1

2

4

3

16

4
5

*2

2

1

1

75

23
5

'4

2

1

2

3

6
2
2
1

6

3

1

61

pBr.

5
2
1

1

4

1

3

19

p?

Cross 66a. Both parents heterozygous in black, dark eye, and density. Y2Br2BDdPp.
Expectation, 27 B, 9 dB, 9 pB, 9 Br, 3 pBr, 3 dBr, 3 pdB, 1 pdBr.

Mating.
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Cross CS. Both parents heterozygous in dark eye. Y2Br2B,l)J' /> x YtBnB/JJ'p. E>. ;.<<-

tation, 3 B, 1 pB. _
Mating. Parent: B. pB.

197 1363 x 1435. ! 1

Black X pink-eyed black.

Cross 69. Both parents homozygous. YJir^J)^ X YiBrJlJ).^. Expectation, all B.

Mating.

306

Parents.

1695X//1510.. 16

Cross 70. Black heterozygous in dark eye crossed with homozygous pink-eyed black.

YLBrJl_D2Pp x Y2Br2B2D2p2 . Expectation, 1 B, 1 pB.

Mating. Pan nts.
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Black x pink-eyed brown.

Cross 74. Black heterozygous in dark eye crossed with homozygous pink-eyed brown.

Y2Br2B2D2Pp x Y2Br2D2p2 . Expectation, IB, 1 pB.

Mating.
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Cross 77. Both parents heterozygous in the color factor, black and dark eye.

YBr2Bd2Pp xYBrMPp. Expectation, 27 dB, 9 dBr, 9 pdB, 3 pdBr, 16 W.

Mating.
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Dilute black x pink-eyed brown.

Cross 82. Dilute black heterozygous in black crossed with homozygous pink-eyed brown .

YJU-2Bd2P2 X Y2Br2D2p2 . Expectation, 1 B, 1 Br.

Mating.
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Cross 86. Both parents homozygous. Y2Br2B2D2p2 x Y2Br2D2P2 . Expectation, all B.

Mating.
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Pink-eyed black x pink-eyed brown.

Cross 90. Both parents homozygous. YiBr^B^D^pi x Y«BrzD->p2. Expectation, all pB.

Mating.
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XIII. Brown, YBrDP (Fig. 13).

Eyes deep brown; ears and tail brown pigmented. Hairs on the ventral surface are lighter

than those on the dorsal surface, and are dull dirty brown. Dorsal hairs deep, glossy

brown; lighter yellowish hairs occur, as in the black variety, at the base of the ears,

scattered on the flanks, sides, and feet, as well as around the anus. The skin is brown

pigmented.
Brown x brown.

Cross 92. One or both parents homozygous. Y2Br2D2P2 x Y2Br2D2P2 . Expectation, only Br.

Mating.
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Cross 96. Both parents heterozygous in density and dark eye. Y2Br>DdPp x Y2Br2DdPp.
Expectation, 9 Br, 3 dBr, 3 pBr, 1 pdBr.

Mating.
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Cross 98a. Dilute brown heterozygous in dark eye, crossed with pink-eyed brown heterozy-

gous in density. Y2Br2d2Pp X Y2Br2Ddp2 . Expectation, 1 Br, 1 dBr, 1 pBr, 1 pdBr.

Mating.
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RESTRICTED SERIES.

All animals in this series, that is to say, all yellow animals, are of the zygotic formula Rr.

The combination RR, if formed, fails to develop.

(a) Dark-eyed intense series.

This series consists of four types of yellows:

XVII. Black-eyed Yellow Carrying Agouti, YBrBDPAR (Fig. 20).

XVIII. Black-eyed Yellow Without Agouti, YBrBDPR (Fig. 17).

XIX. Brown-eyed Yellow Carrying Agouti, YBrDPAR.
XX. Brown-eyed Yellow Without Agouti, YBrDPR (Fig. 18).

Types XVII and XVII arc similar in appearance, and are indistinguishable save by breed-

ing tests. Types X I X and XX also are only to be distinguished from each other by

suitable test matings.

(6) Pink-eyed intense series.

This series consists of four types of yellow which are indistinguishable in external appearance :

XXI. Pink-eyed Yellow Carrying Black Agouti, YBrBDpAR.
XXII. Pink-eyed Yellow Carrying Black, YBrBDpR.
XXIII. Pink-eyed Yellow Carrying Brown Agouti, YBrDpAR.
XXIV. Pink-eyed Yellow Carrying Brown, YBrDpR.

Test matings are necessary before these forms can be distinguished from each other.

(c) Dark-eyed dilute series.

In this series also there are four types:

XXV. Black-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Agouti, YBrBdPAR.
XXVI. Black-eyed Dilute Yellow Without Agouti, YBrBdPR.

XXVII. Brown-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Agouti, YBrdPAR.

XXVIII. Brown-eyed Dilute Yellow Without Agouti, YBrdPR (Fig. 19).

In this series types XXV and XXVI are distinguishable from types XXVII and XXVIII

by a careful examination of the eyes. Such a test, however, is not certain enough to

be considered final, and a breeding test forms the only sure basis for a permanent
classification.

(d) Pink-eyed dilute series.

As in the pink-eyed intense series the four forms of this series are indistinguishable save by

breeding tests. This is because of the fact that the total amount of pigment hi the

rye is so small that it is impossible to determine whether it is brown or black by any-

thing short of a microscopic examination. The gametic formula; follow:

XXIX. Pink-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Black Agouti, YBrBdpAR.
XXX. Pink-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Black, YBrBdpR.
XXXI. Pink-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Brown Agouti, YBrdpAR.
XXXII. Pink-eyed Dilute Yellow Carrying Brown, YBrdpR.

Each of these series may now be considered separately.

Up to a certain point there were no pink-eyed or dilute mice, yellow or non-yellow in my
stock. All the yellows were therefore intense dark-eyed yellows and would group them-

selves under one of the first four types (XVII, XVIII, XIX, or XX). To test them a

cross with any type of brown animal lacking the agouti factor would suffice.

A list of such crosses follows. Yellows which proved to be of type XVII are included in the

following table:
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Mating.
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It has been shown, then, that yellows of the four dark-eyed intense pigmented types exist.

The pink-eyed yellows 1
1 ypes XXI-XXTV inclusive) have been crossed only inter se or with

black pigmented forms, but it is certain that they also can occur in the four types com-

parable to the dark-eyed intense series.

The dark-eyed dilute yellows have been crossed with brown only in a few cases. Chiefly

thej' have been bred inter se to determine whether the 2 : 1 ratio holds good in their

case as in the intense forms. Of those tested, one, 9 7298, is of the zygotic formula

YzBrJidiPpAzR and when crossed with a pink-eyed brown has given 1 yel, 1 pdyel,

1 BAg, 2 BrAg, 1 pBAg. This shows that types XXV and XXVII can exist. The
other animal, also a female, gave by a pink-eyed brown male, 7 yel, 2 pyel, 2 Elk, 2 Br,

3 pB. This animal was of the formula Y*Br>Bd>PpR, and argues strongly in favor of

the existence of types XXVI and XXVIII .

( )f t he pink-eyed dilute yellows few have been tested, but I have, at present, a race of animals

which give only two sorts of young, viz, pink-eyed dilute yellows and pink-eyed dilute

browns; such pink-eyed dilute yellows are the ultimate recessives of the yellow series

belonging to type XXXII, formula YiBr^hp-iR.

From the few matings given above, together with the larger number of yellow matings which

follow, it is easy to sec that yellows may be obtained of the various zygotic compositions

found in the non-yellow varieties, differing from them only by the addition of the restric-

tion factor, R.

We shall first consider the crosses between yellow animals of these four varieties, which form

the intense dark-eyed series.

Yellow x yellow, giving only dark-eyed intense young.

Citnss 102. Giving Y and Br.

Mating.
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Cross 104. Giving Y, BAg, B, and W.

Mating.
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Cross 108. Giving cream, BAg, B, Br, ami 11'.

Mating.
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Cross 113. Giving Y, BAg, dBAg, and II"

.Mating. j

Parents.

23 530 x 511...

Y. BAg. dBAg. \Y .

r,3 I

Yellow x yellow, giving intense dark-eyed and intrust pink-eyed young.

Cross 114. Giving Y, pY, B, pB, Br, and pBr.

Mating.
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Yellow x yellow, giving intense and dilute dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 117.

Mating.
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Yellow x dilute yellow, giving intense and dilute dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 122. Giving Y, pY, dY, pdY, BAg, dBrAg, dB, or dBAg.

Mating.
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Cross 127. Giving Y, pY, BAg, B, Br, pB, and W.

Mating.
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Cross 132. Giving Y, BAg, BrAg, and W.

Mating. Parents.
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Yellow x (liluli black agouti, giving only intense dark-eyed young.

Cross 138. Giving )'. BAg, and BrAg.

Mating.

322
412
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Yellow x pink-eyed black agouti, giving ink use ami dilute dark-eyed young.

Cross 144. Giving Y, BAg, dBAg, and BrAg.

Mating. Parents. Y. BAg. dBAg. lirAi

330 1667x1870... 9

Yellow x pink-eyed black agouti, giving intense and dilute dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 145. Giving Y, BAg. dBAg. pBAg, B, and pB.

Mating.
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Cross 149. Giving F, BAg, and B.

Mating.
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Cross 154. Giving V. cream, BAgf, B, Br, and 11'.

Mating.
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Cream x black, giving only intense dark-eyed young.

Cross 159. Giving Y, B, and Br.

Mating.

217
288
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uu x pink- . giving only dark-eyed ii •

i
•

Cross 165. Giving >', cream, and B.

Mating.
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Cross 170. Giving Y, BrAg, and Br.

Mating.
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Dilute yellow x dilute yellow, giving only dilute dark-eyed young.

Cross 17.5. Giving dY and dBAg.

Mating. Parents. dY. \dBAg.

499 Unmarked x 3875.... 9

Cross 176. Giving dY and dB.

Mating. Parents. dY.
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Dilute yellow x pink-eyed yellow, giving intense and dilute dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 182. Giving Y, pY, dY, pdY, BAg, dBAg, B, and pB.

Mating.
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Dilute sooty yellow x dilute brown agouti, giving dilute dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 1S7. Giving dsY, pdY, dBAg, and dBrAg.

Mating.
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Pink-eyed yellow x black agouti, giving intense dark-eyed and pink-eyed young.

Cross 191. Giving Y, pY, BAg, and B.

.Mating.
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Pink-eyed yellow x pink-eyed black, giving only inU nse pink-eyed young.

Cross 196. Giving pBAg and pY '

99

Mating. Parents. pBAg.

237 GS4 x 763 .

In the following crosses the yellow parents would fall into one of the four following classes:

Pink-eyed dilute yellow, Y>Bi\B :d :p2A 2R;

Pink-eyed dilute yellow, Y :Br.B,d 1p 1R;

Pink-eyed dilute yellow, }'./>;_i/ J //...l>7?;

Pink-eyed dilute yellow, Y^Br.djiJ!.

These four types, as in the intense pink-eyed forms, are indistinguishable from one

another by superficial examination.

Eyes pink, otherwise indistinguishable from the dark-eyed dilute yellows already described.

No case of a pink-eyed dilute sooty yellow has been recorded in these experiments.

Pink-eyed dilute yellow x dilute black agouti, giving dilute dark-eyed and dilute pink-eyed young.

Cross 197. Giving dY, pdY, dBAg, pdBAg, dB, pdB, dBrAg, and dBr.

Mating.
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Cross 199.

Albino x pink-eyed brovm.

Mating.

517
536
458
540
466
518
498
470
516
497
t7s

51 18

505
429
578

Parents.

Unmarked x unmarked.
4871 x-07
Unmarked x 440
4873 x-07
4870-73 x -07
4870 x unmarked
1^70 x-07
4272x5162
1285 72x5162
4872 x-07
4273x5163
1285x5162
4271 X5163
1108x3746
Unmarked x unmarked

2

2

B.

1

3
4
3

BrAg.

1

Br.

8
7

6
1

9
3
1

6

5
1

2

2

PB. pBrAg.

8

3

5

pBr.
Formula of

albino parent.

3

6

2
7

3

BrtDtPi.
BriDzPi.
Br 2D-2P2 .

BroBDiPt.
Br 2BDtP,.
Br tBD,Pt .

BrtBDiPt .

Br 2D 2Pp.
BrtDzPpA.
Br,BD 2Pp.
Br 2D 2p2A.

BnDtpzA.
Br 2D 2p2A 2 .

Br 2D 2P 2R.

BriBDiPsAR.

A small number of more accurate tests of albinos follow:

Albinos x pink-eyed dilute brown.

Cross 200.

Mating.
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Wild type Black Agouti (Mus musculus), YBrBDPA
Dilute Black Agouti, YBrBdPA.
Pink-eyed Black Agouti, YBrBDpA.
Pink-eyed dilute Black Agouti, YBrBdpA. A HOfNaCC BALTIMORE
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5. Brown Agouti, YBrDPA.
6. Dilute Brown Agouti, YBrdPA.
7- Pink-eyed Brown Agouti, YBrDpA.
8. Pink- eyed dilute Brown Agouti, YBrdpA.
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9. Black, YBrBDP.
10. Dilute Black, YBrBdP.
1 1. Pink-eyed Black, YBrBDp.
12. Pink-eyed dilute Black, YBrBdp.
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13. Brown, YBrDPr.
14. Dilute Brown, YBrdP.
15. Pink-eyed Brown, YBrDp.
16. Pink-eyed dilute Brown, YBrdp.
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17. Black-eyed Cream (Yellow), YBrBDPR.
18. Brown-eyed Yellow, YBrDPR.

19. Dilute Brown-eyed Yellow, YBrdPR.
20. Sooty Yellow, YBrDPR.
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